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EDITORIAL
Treat Industry Education
Like a Critical Part of Your
Business—Because It Is!
With two of the industry’s biggest events coming
up next month—the NeoCon office furniture show
in Chicago and S.P. Richards’ ABC Conference in
Nashville—this is a particularly good time to make
what should be a very obvious point to just about
any dealer but all too often isn’t:

KS Independent Office Products Inc.
Celebrates 55 Years of Service

There are probably more opportunities for industry
education and training available today than ever
before and if you and your people aren’t taking
advantage of your fair share of them, then you’re
doing your dealership a big disservice.
Given the pace of change in the industry today,
you cannot afford a “sink or swim” approach to
training in your dealership any more. There’s just
too much going on!
What does it take to sell to the new generation
of office buyers? What are their priorities and
expectations and what do you need to be doing
differently to keep them as customers?
Left to right: Craig, Kenny and Terry Vink, owners of Office Products Inc.

In Great Bend, Kansas, about 250 miles west of Kansas City, brothers Craig,
Kenny and Terry Vink have plenty of good reasons to celebrate as they mark
the 55th year of continuous service to the local community by Office Products,
Inc. (OPI), the dealership their father Melvin and business partner Charles
Perry founded in 1959.
Originally known as Great Bend Office Products, the dealership changed
its name to OPI in 1995 to reflect both its geographical expansion with the
addition of two branch locations in nearby towns and a broader product mix
that today includes copiers, computers and printing in addition to its office
supplies and furniture departments.
“Our dad is the reason for the business opening and the reason we are still
here today,” said Kenny. “He taught us to work together and support our
community. Dad taught us to treat people like we want to be treated.”
Sadly, Melvin VInk passed away in 2007 but not before he also instilled in his
sons a strong sense of civic responsibility.
The dealership belongs to every chamber of commerce within a 60-mile
radius of its Great Bend headquarters and is an enthusiastic supporter of
CONTINUED on page 4 >>
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What do your salespeople need to know about
selling jan-san? What are the key product
categories? Who are the key decision makers?
And what are the independent dealer’s strengths
compared to traditional jan-san distributors?
What are your options when it comes to Customer
Relationship Management software to maximize
the value of your customer base and sales funnel?
What are the pros and cons of each one and what
do you need to know to choose the one that’s
right for your business and learn how to make the
most of it?
If you haven’t gone outside your dealership for
answers to these questions and others like them—
either at industry meetings or online through
webinars—you owe it to yourself and your people
to start and the sooner the better.
An ongoing education and training program isn’t in
the “Nice to Have” column for your dealership any
more. It probably never should have been there
in the first place but today—and increasingly so
going forward—it’s a critical part of your business
and you need to treat it as such.
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ECi can expand
my business into
multiple verticals.
“WE’VE EXPANDED INTO SEVERAL
VERTICALS OVER THE LAST 5 YEARS,
SUPPORTED BY SOLUTIONS WE’VE
ACQUIRED FROM ECI.”
–Jeff Schroeder • The Supply Room Companies

ECi lets you do business your way with:
On-premise or
Cloud-based Solutions

Multi-vertical &
Multi-location Support

Fully Integrated &
Customizable E-commerce

Yes, you CAN do business your way!

Business Analytics, CRM,
Mobility & Other Tools

Visit www2.ECiSolutions.com/ican to find the solutions that fit YOU!

866-374-3221 • info@ECiSolutions.com • www.ECiSolutions.com
ECi and the ECi Red Box logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of eCommerce Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.
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numerous local non-profits and several charity golf tournaments
and bowling leagues.

emphasize its ability to provide local and national service and
implement some snazzy new graphics.

And while the Vinks and their team are justifiably proud of reaching
the 55-year mark, they certainly aren’t resting on their laurels.
OPI has been in growth mode recently, with the acquisition of a
local printing company which added another six employees to
the team of 31 at the dealership.

Along the way, they gained some impressive social media
marketing expertise. If you have a few minutes, check out their
Facebook page and you’ll see what we mean!

Our congratulations to the Vinks and their hard-working team
of industry professionals. We’ll be checking back in another five
years to mark their 60th anniversary!

Changing of the Guard at PA Independent
Newtown Office Supply

In Portland, OR, Local Food Bank Benefits from
Office Products Nationwide Volunteers

Norman White (left) congratulates David Wickman on a well-deserved retirement.

Last month saw a changing of the guard at Newtown Office
Supply in Newtown, Pennsylvania, when co-owner David
Wickman retired after an industry career spanning 46 years,
including the last 26 at Newtown.
We’ve said it before and no doubt we’ll say it again: When it
comes to supporting worthy causes and giving back to the
community, no one does it better than today’s independents!
This month we highlight Paul Heer and his team at Office
Products Nationwide in Portland, Oregon.
Giving back has been part of the culture at the dealership since it
first opened for business back in 2001, Paul explains, and there’s
a long list of local non-profits and charitable organizations that
have benefitted from the generosity of the folks who work there.
Most recently, a team from the dealership spent a day
volunteering at a local food bank where they repackaged almost
7,000 pounds of oatmeal into family-sized bags and boxed them
up for shipping to local distribution sites.
“The main reason we do such a lot of community work is because
it’s the right thing to do but it’s also a great way to build morale
and team spirit internally,” says Paul.
In between times, Paul and his team also found time earlier
this year to undertake a comprehensive re-branding for the
dealership, formerly known as Office Products Northwest, to
MAY 2014

Taking over as sole owner is Norman White, who joined the
company in 2006 after an extensive industry career of his own
that included 17 years in various sales, sales management and
marketing positions with United Stationers.
When Norman joined Newtown, the company had annual sales
of $3.5 million and 14 employees.
Fast forward eight years and several acquisitions later and
Newtown’s volume has grown to $10 million with 27 hardworking industry professionals on the payroll.
While Norman has played a key role in charting the company’s
growth, he gives plenty of credit to David for his contribution.
“It’s been a true partnership and David has always been
very supportive of our growth plans and the way we have reengineered the company by investing in new people and new
technology,” he says.
That technology investment, Normal adds, is one reason why
sales growth has outpaced payroll growth so significantly and,
he adds proudly, it’s also why Newtown today gets 70% of its
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We’d like to have a
few words with you.
loyalty
opportunity
reliability
communication
friendliness
Office Partners, Inc. has built a reputation
on providing solid marketing tools, from
catalogs to networking opportunities to
technology-driven vendor programs.
As a Service Disabled veteran-owned
management team, backed by over 120
years of combined experience, we’re not afraid
to tell our dealers “how it is” in order to help
them succeed. Because, to us, dealers are more
than just business partners. More than just
signatures on a contract.

OFFICE
PA R T N E R S

I N C.
I N C.

They’re family.

OFFICE

PA R T N E R S

To learn more, contact us at (205) 655-8888 or visit our new website at www.officepartners.com.
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supplies business over the Internet.

with a ’70s-style DJ and hot rod Ford Mustang from the era.

“We’re probably going through the most challenging business
environment I’ve seen in my entire career but we’ve still been able
to post steady growth and continue to bring in new accounts,”
Norman reports proudly. “A lot of that is due to the hard work
of our sales team, customer service staff and delivery operation
and we couldn’t be more proud of them.”

“This year’s show was one of our most successful and most
fun,” reports Butler’s Stacy Duke. “Our vendors were very
supportive—we had close to 50 door prizes and our first-call
wholesaler S.P. Richards did a great job helping to get our new
furniture showroom ready in time. And in just the first few weeks
after the event, we already have at least eight new accounts and
a bunch of new furniture and breakroom products orders.”

All too often in the dealer community, succession planning seems
to end up as one of those back burner activities that never quite
gets the attention it deserves. Hat’s off to David and Norman for
bucking that unfortunate trend and for successfully developing
and implementing a plan that not only has made for a smooth
transition today but also looks set to keep Newtown strong and
growing for many more years to come.

With results like that, it’s not too surprising to hear planning for
next year’s show is already well underway.

MI Dealer Custer Hires
New CFO
Grand Rapids-based contract
furniture dealer Custer last
month announced the addition
of Gregg Richardson as its new
CFO.

TX Independent Butler Business Products
Hosts Fifth Annual New Product Show

Gregg is a CPA with a Master of
Business Administration degree
from the University of Michigan
and an undergraduate degree
from Central Michigan University
in Business Administration,
graduating Magna Cum Laude.
Before joining Custer he held a number of senior management
positions, including five years with Steelcase as a product
manager (architectural products) and a supply chain leader. For
the past five years Gregg has been director of global finance/IT
at Byrne Electrical Specialists.

It was show time last month in Houston, as Ray Butler and his
team at Butler Business Products hosted its fifth annual New
Products Show.
Just over 250 of the dealership’s customers and closest friends
turned out for the event, which represented a nice 10% gain over
last year.
In addition to seeing the latest and greatest new products,
attendees also celebrated the dealership’s 40th anniversary,
presenting founder Ray Butler with a special award in appreciation
for all his achievements over the years.
In honor of the landmark, this year’s event had a 1970s theme,
with plenty of tie-dyed t-shirts and afro wigs on display, along

IL Dealer Midwest Office Completes Second MO
Acquisition
In Springfield, Illinois, Steve DeMarco and his team at Midwest
Office are celebrating another successful shopping trip following
the acquisition of Sifford Office Products in Springfield, Missouri.
The deal brings the number of Midwest locations to four and
marks the dealership’s second acquisition in Missouri. Its other
location in that state is in St. Joseph, about 250 miles from the
Sifford location.
“We are extremely excited to add Sifford Office Products and staff
to the Midwest family,” said Steve. “It brings our total headcount
to 33 and adds about 12% to our volume, with the potential for a
40-45% gain over the next 18 months.”
CONTINUED on page 8 >>
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What’s old is new again.

With Avery Shipping Labels, you can cover up existing labels
and distracting marks to give your boxes a clean, professional look.
Give new life to old boxes with the labels you know and trust.

What’s old is new again.
With Avery Shipping Labels, you can cover up existing labels and
distracting marks to give your boxes a clean, professional look.
Give new life to old boxes with the labels you know and trust.
© 2014 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and
codes are trademarks of Avery Products Corporation. Personal and company names and other information
depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Learn more about Avery innovative solutions, templates and support at

avery.com
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New Acquisition Provides a Nice Sales Boost for
Chicago Office Products

WI Dealer Schroeder Solutions
Helps Customers to a Healthier Workplace

In Bridgeview, Illinois, just outside of Chicago, Ken Henderson
and his team at Chicago Office Products (Copco) are looking
forward to a very nice sales boost following the acquisition last
month of fellow independent Office Equipment Sales Co. located
less than ten miles away in Cicero, Illinois.
The deal is expected to boost Copco’s sales by about 40%,
Ken reports, and brings together two friendly competitors who
share a common culture of service excellence and relationshipbased business that is the hallmark of so many successful
independents.
Even before the acquisition, Ken and his team were very much
in growth mode. “Business has been really good with jan-san
leading the charge,” he reports.

PA Dealer Mark IV Office Supply
Enjoys Local Chamber Support

One of the lucky winners from Schroeder Solutions’ Work Well Campaign.

If you’ve read this publication for a while, you’ll know we’re not
big fans of local chambers of commerce that sing loud and long
about their support for small businesses only to turn around and
endorse one of our big box friends as a preferred supplier.
It’s a move that not only takes away precious sales from local
small businesses but it also helps the big box export valuable
dollars out of the community that would otherwise go to support
local education and infrastructure efforts.
It’s bad news on multiple levels, particularly since there’s no
reason why chambers have to do that kind of thing. Just ask
the folks at the Fayette Chamber of Commerce in Uniontown,
Pennsylvania, about 50 miles south of Pittsburgh.
Local chamber members there can save on their office supplies,
but those savings come courtesy of local independent Mark IV
Office Supply.
“Mark IV is not an exclusive supplier but the chamber sends out
flyers and news of special promotions for the dealership on a
regular basis,” reports Mark IV VP of sales Clint Dittmar.
“The chamber helps get our name out there and encourages all
of its members to support their fellow chamber members in a
way that has certainly been helpful,” Clint explains.
If you didn’t know any better, you might think that’s what chambers
are supposed to do anyway. It’s just a shame there aren’t more
following the Fayette model instead of cutting sweetheart deals
with a big box that is often headquartered hundreds or even
thousands of miles away.

In New Berlin, Wisconsin, Scott Gierhahn and his team at
Schroeder Solutions recently came up with an innovative way to
position themselves as workplace experts, strengthen those allimportant customer relationships and generate plenty of inquiries
from potential new customers into the bargain!
Scott has long been a firm believer that a healthy workplace
is a happy workplace and his own dealership has had its own
employee wellness program for many years.
Why not, he reasoned, encourage customers to get on the
wellness bandwagon themselves? The result: Schroeder’s Work
Well Campaign.
With a generous assist from AIS (Affordable Interior Systems)
and the support of the Wellness Council of Wisconsin, the
campaign took the form of a contest which offered winners a
height-adjustable workstation or private office makeover.
“We’re seeing a lot of companies addressing workplace wellness
issues like access to natural light, healthy food options and
exercise facilities, but the effect of prolonged sitting doesn’t get
quite as much attention,” Scott points out.
The Work Well Campaign was seen as a way to raise awareness
of the issue and Schroeder’s ability to help customers do
something about it.
“We got a great response from the campaign and plenty of
recognition from the community of our leadership role on workplace
wellness,” reports Amanda Stein, Schroeder’s director of business
administration/marketing, who played a key role in coordinating
CONTINUED on page 10 >>
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GET AHEAD
OF THE STORM
Plan now. Prepare your Customers.

HURRICANES, TORNADOES AND FLOODS CAN
DEVASTATE YOUR CUSTOMERS’ BOTTOM LINES.
+ An estimated 25% of businesses do not reopen after a
major disaster.*
+ Duracell Professional can help you prepare your customers to
power through extreme weather.

GET YOUR FREE EXTREME WEATHER RESOURCE GUIDE
Visit www.DuracellPro.com/sell or call 877-277-6235 to start
preparing your customers for weather emergencies. You’ll
receive:

EXTREME WEATHER
RESOURCE GUIDE

+ Customized weather calendar with battery-supplying
opportunities.
+ Extreme weather planning guide for your customers.
+ Access to the new Duracelltools.com, featuring the latest
products, sell sheets, catalogues, and promotions.

Get ahead of the storm. Prepare your customers today.

*Source: Institute for Business & Home Safety
©2014 PROCTOR & GAMBLE. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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the campaign. And the three lucky winners,
selected by a random drawing from the
applicants, found themselves with a new
and healthier workspace, so everybody
ended up happy!

Blogging Helps Raise Profile
for Global Office Solutions, MI
Independent
If you’re still not convinced that blogging
is a good idea for independent dealers,
you might want to take a look at what
Ruben Levy and his team at Global Office
Solutions in Novi, Michigan are doing with
their blog.
With the help of marketing agency Fortune
Web Marketing, Ruben has established a
solid social online presence and his blog,
is playing a key role in that effort.
He’s only been blogging for about 4-5
months now but, he says, it’s become an
important part of his overall marketing mix
and a useful resource for getting word out

on Global and who they are and what they
do as a dealership.

support your fellow community members
but it also benefits you personally.

“We don’t really use it as a selling tool but
when it’s done right it can definitely help
raise your visibility,” he says.

Here are our Top 10 Reasons to Buy Local:
1. Helps Mother Earth.
2. Better Customer Service.
3. Strengthens the Economy.
4. Creates More Jobs.
5. Supports Non-profits.
6. Sense of Community.
7. Choices.
8. Puts Taxes to Good Use.
9. Value and Durability.
10. Uniqueness.”

Ruben posts at least once every other
week and often a little more frequently
and his blogs cover a broad range of
topics that include office-related trends,
Global employee profiles, updates on the
local economy and more.
The one that caught our attention was his
“Top 10 Reasons to Buy Local,” a post that
provided one of the best arguments we’ve
seen for doing just that. Unfortunately,
space limitations don’t allow us to run the
whole piece—you’ll have to visit his blog
yourself to read it all. But here’s a much
shortened version to pique your interest:
“Buying Local is a simple concept that has
a positive impact on our local communities
and the economy as a whole. The most
obvious reasons are that it helps the
environment, strengthens the economy,
and creates a sense of community.
Not only does it make you feel good to

And to encourage feedback, he finishes
up with a request: “Let us know where
you like to buy local in Michigan on our
Facebook page!”
The bottom line: Even if the Global blog
doesn’t generate a single new order, it
is serving very effectively to position the
dealership both as an expert resource for
office needs and an important member of
the local business community. Not bad for
an hour or two’s work every other week!

in memoriam
Huntington Business Products Founder

Greensboro Office Supply Owner/Operator

Albert Garbus

Jack Robinson

Albert Garbus, founder of Huntington Business Products Centre,
Plainview, New York, died last month following a year of treatment
for Hodgkin’s lymphoma. He was 76.

John S. “Jack” Robinson Jr., owner and operator of Greensboro
Office Supply, died last month. He was 71.

Al founded Huntington Business Products with a business partner
in 1970. He had largely stepped aside from the business as he
fought the disease and underwent chemotherapy. He was in
remission at the time of his death but the treatment damaged
his organs, according to his wife Alma. After his retirement from
the business, his son David took over managing day-to-day
operations.
In addition to Alma and David, Al Garbus is survived by his son
Joseph and his wife Debbie; son David’s wife Sheryle; brother
Martin Garbus; sister Robin Baker, and four grandchildren.
The family requests that memorial contributions in his name
be made either to the Huntington Jewish Center, 510 Park
Ave., Huntington, NY 11743 or the VNS Hospice, 505 Main St.,
Northport, NY 11768.
MAY 2014

Jack was born in Lockport, NY and was a veteran of the U.S. Navy.
He is survived by his loving wife of 40 years, Betty C. Robinson;
daughters, Kristin Robinson and husband Joe Vasconcelos
of Kernersville, NC, Mary Anne Blakely and husband Tim of
Knoxville, TN; grandchildren, Jessica Robinson, T.J. Blakely,
Tucker Blakely, Tyler Blakely; great grandchildren, Nathan Ellison
and Bo Blakely; sister, Toni Frahm and husband Barry of Myrtle
Beach, SC and brother, Terry William Robinson and wife Linda of
Amherst, NH.
Memorials in his name may be made to the Salvation Army,
1311 South Eugene St., Greensboro, NC 27406 or Greensboro
Urban Ministry, 305 W. Lee Street, Greensboro, NC 27406 or
Greensboro United Way, 1500 Yanceyville Street, Greensboro,
NC 27405.
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Secrets of Success
A&B Business
Solutions, Sioux
Falls, South Dakota
17 Locations / 6 States
and Growing at Double Digits
by Jim Rapp

• Dennis Aanenson,
owner and president (pictured)
• Equipment, supplies, furniture, beverages,
MPS, document management
• Founded: 1981
• Sales: $20 million
• Employees: 147
• Partners: Independent Stationers, United
Stationers
• www.abbusiness.com

“We are the fastest-growing business
equipment dealer in the Midwest,” claims
A&B owner Dennis Aanenson. While
copiers and other equipment represent
a major portion of A&B’s business, the
addition of other products and services
in recent years has made them a single
source provider few competitors can
match.
When Dennis bought A&B in 1993, it was
a small copier dealer with six employees.
Today they have 6,500 customers and
147 employees covering six states—
North and South Dakota, Minnesota,
Iowa, Nebraska and Wyoming.
In addition to all the products and services
noted above, they’ve added a new division
MAY 2014

that prepares energy studies—monitoring
everything from alarm systems to lighting,
heating, cooling, water consumption, and
so on. They also have their own office
layout and design department.

Service above all
“Our whole business philosophy is to
take care of the customer better than our
competitors,” Dennis says. “We do this
in a number of ways. Our technicians
are certified to repair all models of all
equipment, not just the brands we sell.
Our response time averages about
three hours because our technicians are
scattered throughout the vast territory we
service.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“We do our own leasing, hold our own
paper and finance all our own equipment—
there’s no third party involved.”
A&B is huge in community support in all of
their 17 locations. “We give a lot of money
to non-profit organizations, more than all
our competitors combined, but we don’t
publicize it,” Dennis notes.
Looking to the future, Dennis Aanenson
says the company will grow and prosper
only if it keeps pace with the technology
that’s changing how every office operates,
and staying a step or two ahead of
competitors.
Their record so far makes it a pretty good
bet that they will.
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QUALITY
Products. Selection. Service We stand behind our product.

We’ve seen a lot of changes in the way people work. One thing is constant: Without
the right paper, not much gets done. We take ideas like quality, variety, convenience
and service and bring them to life. Business happens on paper and we want your
business to perform at its peak.

For us, this is more than a job – it’s in our fiber.

Follow us on Twitter @egpaper
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/egpaper

For more information, please visit egpaper.com

© 2014 Domtar Inc. All rights reserved. Xerox® and Xerox and Design® are registered
trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States and other countries and is used
under license from Xerox Corporation. Domtar is the trademark licensee of Xerox®
Paper and Specialty Media in the United States and Canada.
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IndustryNEWS

Wall Street Maintains Bleak View of Big Box Prospects
Yet another investment analyst has offered a bleak assessment
of the future prospects of the office products big box operators,
with Motley Fool commentator Jeremy Bowman speculating that
the national office supply retail chains may be among the first of
the retail herd to actually go extinct.
In a piece titled “Office Retail is Dying,” Bowman notes that
even as it seeks to cut costs and consolidate by merging with
OfficeMax, Office Depot still reported a loss for the year and has
failed to beat earnings estimates in each of its last four quarters.
The company has also seen 13 straight quarters of declining
same-store sales, he added.
Staples, says Bowman, also seems to be facing the music. In its
fourth-quarter earnings report, he notes, the company posted its
seventh straight same-store sales decline and shares dropped
15%, approaching a 5-year low, “an ignominious feat given that
the market has just completed one of its best five-year runs in
history,” says Bowman.
In fact, he notes, Staples stock is actually trading below where
it was during the recession’s bottom. Bowman also points out
Staples’ revenue over the five-year period has actually fallen 4%,
while Office Depot’s is down 22%.
He questions Staples’ “Make More Happen” reinvention strategy,
which calls for aggressive cost reductions, closing 225 stores and
reducing the remaining stores’ size, growing its online business

and expanding the overall product mix.
Says Bowman, “A quick scan of Staples’ website reveals a
strategy targeting specific business owners with products such
as muffin tins, massage tables, and stethoscopes for small
businesses as specific and diverse as bakeries, spas, and
medical clinics.
“But,” he continues, “it’s hard to imagine a doctor running in to
pick up stethoscopes, or a baker purchasing start-up supplies
at Staples the way an individual might run in for office supplies.
Business owners want suppliers that specialize in their business,
with a wide variety of inventory, and expect products to be
delivered quickly, often overnight. In other words, Staples is going
from a competitive advantage to a competitive disadvantage.”
Even though he recognizes Staples is still profitable and Office
Depot was close to breakeven in 2013 and expects to see a
profit this year, Bowman says it seems too foolish to bet on these
stocks recovering.
“Office Depot’s merger and Staples’ ‘Make More Happen’
strategy look like white flags,” Bowman concludes. “The retailers
know they can’t survive under their old format, but their new
directions seem questionable. A merger will not save a company
in a dying industry, and Staples can’t make itself all things to all
businesses. For investors, the risks here simply far outnumber
the rewards.”

IS Launches New Facilities and Breakroom Program, Announces Board Member Changes
The Independent Stationers dealer group
announced last month a new partnership
with R3 Distribution to launch a new
facilities, breakroom and food service
solution for its members.
The new program, Clean Sweep
Distribution, will give IS members access
to tens of thousands of items they have
not had ready access to in the past, the
group said.
The program will roll out in multiple
phases, with the first phase including an
initial group of IS members who will be
MAY 2014

testing and fine-tuning the program, with
full rollout to the balance of members in
Q3 2014.
“I am excited that we built this partnership
with R3 Distribution,” commented IS
director of merchandising Mike Foster.
“R3 has long been a respected source
in their markets. Our members will now
be able to be more competitive in the
facilities, breakroom and food service
markets. Most importantly, this program
gives IS members a unique advantage with
marketing tools and access to products
not made available in the past. This is a
INDEPENDENT DEALER

great win for dealers that want to do more
than dabble in these categories.”
Separately, IS announced several changes
in its board of directors and board officers
following the departure of chairman
Harrison Hummel of Hummel’s Office Plus
after that dealership’s move from IS to
Pinnacle Affiliates (see related story in this
section)
Jordan Kudler of Legacy Office Solutions
in Brooklyn, New York, was appointed to
complete Hummel’s term on the board of
directors and will serve through 2015.
CONTINUED on page 16 >>
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Bryan Kristenson of Office Plus of Kansas
in Wichita, who has served as vice
chairman, was elected to the chairman’s
position, and Brian Kerr, Kerr Group

in Elizabethtown, Kentucky, currently
treasurer, was elected to the additional
position of vice chairman.

These positions will be held until the next
election of officers later in 2014, after
the new board is elected at the annual
shareholders meeting.

TriMega Hosts NeXus 2014, Annual One-on-One Meeting and INTEC Show

At the meeting, TriMega honored Fellowes as its “Dealer’s Choice” award winner for
2013. Left to right: Mike Maggio (TriMega), Bill Clark (Fellowes), Greg Fish (TriMega),
Mike Parker (Fellowes) and Michael Morris (TriMega).

Business principals from 50 of the nation’s
leading office product dealerships, IT
resellers and executives of key industry
suppliers met last month in Ranchos Palos
Verdes, California, for the TriMega dealer
group’s Annual One-on-One Meeting and
co-located INTEC Show.
Entitled “NeXus 2014,” the meeting brought
together members of TriMega’s Contract
Forum, the largest “direct-buy” members
of the group, and invited suppliers for a
series of individual one-on-one meetings
and networking opportunities.
The event also featured the annual INTEC
Show, an event geared to TriMega’s IT
and Managed Print Services-focused
members and suppliers.
INTEC suppliers and members also took
part in one-on-one meetings focused
on business development and new
opportunities for growth.
“This year’s event provided a tremendous
opportunity for TriMega to reaffirm its
commitment to the channel,” commented
Mike Maggio, TriMega’s president. “The
format of NeXus allowed us to engage
our members and supplier partners in
meaningful and constructive dialog on
how we can continue to add value to the
MAY 2014

ACCO Brands’ Wally Schubel (second from left) received a special TriMega Eagle
Award at the meeting, to recognize his industry achievements. Wally will be retiring
from ACCO in September after nearly 41 years with the company.

channel in today’s changing business
environment,” he remarked.
At the meeting, TriMega recognized
several dealers and suppliers for
outstanding support of the organization.
Capital Office Products, Daytona Beach,
Florida; Brown & Saenger, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, and GBPdirect, Kenner,
Louisiana, were recognized for the
greatest dollar growth 2013 versus 2012.
On the INTEC side, Ribbons Express
in Philadelphia received the INTEC Top
Growth Award while Data Source Media,
Lincoln, Nebraska, was recognized as the
INTEC MVP.
INTEC also awarded top honors to
Supplies Network as Distributor of the
Year and recognized LMI Solutions as the
group’s Supplier of the Year.
Fellowes was honored as the recipient
of TriMega’s “Dealer’s Choice” award for
2013. Fellowes was voted Supplier of the
Year by TriMega members for providing
outstanding support during 2013 in the
areas of field support, service, marketing,
customer service and product innovation.
In addition, TriMega presented Wally
Schubel, VP wholesale and independents
for ACCO Brands, with a special TriMega
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Eagle Award to recognize his industry
achievements. Wally recently announced
he will be retiring from ACCO Brands in
September after nearly 41 years with the
company.
Also at the meeting, TriMega’s board of
directors met and confirmed the following
changes to the board:
Lyle Dabbert, Brown & Saenger, Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, and Thomas Jordan,
Herald Office Supply, Dillon, South
Carolina, were re-elected to three-year
terms on the board. Dabbert was also
appointed vice chairman of TriMega.
Dave Kenworthy, Storey-Kenworthy, Des
Moines, was elected to a new three-year
term and appointed treasurer of TriMega.
Kenworthy is a past chairman of National
Purchasing Association (NPA) as well as a
past board member of TriMega.
“During a time when it’s more important
than ever for the players in our channel
to work together, this year’s NeXus
event presented an ideal forum for
dealers and supplier partners to explore
common opportunities and challenges,”
commented Ian Wist of Wist Office
Products and TriMega’s chairman of the
board.
CONTINUED on page 18 >>
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On-Time & On-Budget

OP Revelation

TM

Software For Office Product Dealers
You have a right to expect your project to be on-time and
on-budget. While other dealers struggle with overly
complicated software, overruns and cancelled go-lives, we
have the product and the experienced, talented staff to
create success for our partners. Visit us on the web at
http://www.bmiusa.com/industry-expertise/office-supply or
call us today, toll free, for a free consultation at 888-5808382, X206.
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“The changing landscape of our industry requires bold new ideas
and innovation and big thinking. I think this event successfully
reinforced that fact, while fostering a positive and productive
atmosphere where all participants were very much focused on
developing opportunities for growth,” he added.

NY Dealer Hummel’s Office Plus to join Pinnacle
Mohawk, New York-based Hummel’s Office Plus will be joining
the Pinnacle Affiliates large dealer group effective June 1,
Pinnacle announced last month.
The addition of Hummel’s, a long-time Independent Stationers
member, comes on the heels of a similar move in March by longtime TriMega member Eaton Office Supply in Buffalo, New York.
“Our team at Hummel’s is beyond excited as we take another
important step forward in our company’s history,” commented
Hummel’s CEO Justin Hummel. “We have enjoyed an incredible
relationship for the past 22 years with Independent Stationers
and are truly grateful for the vision and leverage they have
provided in our company’s continued growth.”
Added Pinnacle chairman Kevin Johnson, “We are happy to
welcome another market leading independent large dealer peer
into Pinnacle Affiliates…The Hummel family has been active in
supporting the independent dealer channel with their efforts on
dealer boards and committees and we expect they will make a
strong contribution to Pinnacle as well.”

S.P. Richards Honors Suppliers of the Year, Launches
Evolve, New Full Line Catalog App for iPads

PM Co. was recognized in the traditional office products
category, Hirsch received the furniture award, Sharp captured
the technology category, AEP Industries (Webster) was named
the winner in the cleaning and breakroom supply category and
Insight Sourcing Group was named Strategic Partner of the Year.
In addition, Newell/Rubbermaid was presented with the S.P.
Richards Heritage Award, a special honor which recognizes a
supplier who exemplifies leadership qualities in every aspect of
their organization.
S.P. Richards chairman and CEO Wayne Beacham commented,
“Throughout its more than 100-year history, Newell/Rubbermaid
has grown to become a global marketer of consumer and
commercial products with a portfolio of ‘Brands That Matter.’
The enduring strength of the company has been its ability to
keep reinventing itself to capitalize on current realities and
opportunities.”
Separately, S.P. Richards announced the launch of an interactive
Full Line Catalog app to accommodate the growing number of
business consumers utilizing iPad digital devices.
This addition to SPR’s Evolve online publications program is
perfect for dealer sale representatives to use on sales calls and
can also be downloaded by consumers who prefer digital to
print, the company said.
Also available will be apps for the furniture and Lorell furniture
catalogs.
Larry Goodman, S.P. Richards director of marketing, said, “As
more dealers and consumers move toward tablet usage in the
business environment, developing an app to complement the
print catalog was the next logical step. We see this as a great
tool for field sales personnel and believe there’s a consumer
application as well.”
Additional details on the program can be obtained by contacting
your local S.P. Richards sales representative.

United Stationers Schedules Jan San Educational
Boot Camps
As part of an effort to arm its dealers with tools to grow their
cleaning and breakroom products sales, wholesaler United
Stationers is hosting a series of Cleaning & Breakroom Sales
Boot Camps and Supplier Summits in various locations around
the country.
Wholesaler S.P. Richards last month announced the recipients of
its annual Supplier of the Year awards. The awards, which were
presented at the company’s 2014 Supplier Summit in Orlando,
were based on supplier performance in a number of key areas
such as sales, service levels, and outstanding support for both
dealer and S.P. Richards sales and marketing initiatives.
MAY 2014

Each boot camp, which runs two-and-a-half days, features
demonstrations, presentations and interactive workshops for
attendees to master the industry’s latest selling techniques,
United said.
Breakout sessions cover the details of selling a variety of
category products, including towels, tissues, can liners, cleaning
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Cleaning & Breakroom Sales

Boot Camp
& Supplier Summit

Enroll today in United’s
powerful 21/2 day Cleaning &
Breakroom Sales Boot Camp
“We were feeling overwhelmed by the
amount of products in the JanSan category.
The strategy I learned from Boot Camp was
to focus on paper goods and liners first
and then from there go after bigger
opportunities. Everyone that presented was
passionate, knew their stuff and made the
content interesting.” Ashley, Nashville, TN

•
•
•

•

WORKSHOPS
INCLUDE
Effective strategies to
selling towels, tissues
and can liners
Capturing the
Breakroom business
Demonstrating
chemicals and finding
the right product mix
for your customer
Winning business and
increasing sales with
private brands

“I received great information and it gave
me great market insight. I’m using the
workbook by incorporating it into our
marketing plan. It’s an invaluable tool. We’re
growing month by month at double digits.”
John, Portland, OR

Learn how to capture your share of the profitable
and growing Cleaning & Breakroom market.
• Meet one-on-one with 25 top Cleaning & Breakroom Suppliers.
• Gain insight into your Cleaning & Breakroom competitive strengths and service advantages.
• Get on track with other United resellers who attended and realized an average of 12% growth
in JanSan and Breakroom sales.
Enroll today and take advantage of the multiple attendees discount! To register, go to:
https://solutionscentral.ussco.com/sites/mrc/idc/Documents/Marketing/Programs/Fresh/Cleaning_
Breakroom_Bootcamp.pdf
Note: The Cleaning & Breakroom Sales Bootcamp is not part of the UDT bundle.
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chemicals, single-serve coffee service
and more.
A supplier summit is also on the agenda,
designed to help connect resellers with
key suppliers and peer allies and foster
strong relationships across the industry.
Upon completion of the workshop,
attendees will become certified as
cleaning and breakroom specialists,
signifying the experience and knowledge
gained through the training.
“Many resellers who have attended
the United Boot Camp in the past have
experienced double-digit sales growth in
the JanSan and breakroom categories,”
said Barbara D’Ugo, marketing manager
at United Stationers. “These workshops
not only provide attendees with the
knowledge and tools they need to
succeed, but also give them the chance to
network with and learn from key industry
experts and peers—a benefit that has
proved invaluable to many independent
resellers.”
Remaining dates and locations of this
year’s sessions are as follows:
• May 12-14, New Orleans, LA
• May 19-21, Columbus, OH
• July 28-30, Nashville, TN
• August 11-13, Edison, NJ
• August 25-27, Denver, CO
• October 27-29, Austin, TX

EDmarket iQ Debuts for the
Educational Products Marketplace
The Education Market Association
(formerly NSSEA) has partnered with the
Agile Education Marketing organization
to provide a new member service
designed to give educational product
manufacturers and dealers access to
a comprehensive database of decision
makers and purchasing influencers in
the early childhood, K-12 and higher
education markets.
The new service was previewed at the
association’s ED Expo convention and
tradeshow earlier this year.

EDmarket iQ is an industry resource that
allows for quick and easy identification of
districts, schools and educators to target
for sales and marketing promotions to
expand market reach, the association
said.
It is a cloud-based service that is being
offered as an exclusive benefit of
membership in the Education Market
Association.
The service provides the opportunity
to search a full database of schools,
districts, and colleges for real-time key
information on those institutions that can
help identify sales opportunities. Users
can also quickly find a school or district
office address or phone number from a
mobile device.
For an additional fee, members can
generate and download mailing and email
lists to use in marketing their business.
To learn more, visit www.edmarket.org/
resources/edmarketiq.cfm.

New Research Charts Inkjet, Laser
Printer Market Trends
The InfoTrends research organization
recently confirmed through its overall
market analysis what most dealers have
been seeing for a while now: sales trends
in the North America office equipment
market are heading in the wrong direction,
as factors such as a soft job market and
growing use of digital technology for
business communications and storage
continue to weaken demand.
According to InfoTrends, total unit
shipments of all office single function
printers and MFPs in 2013 declined 5.9%
year over year. This figure includes all
technologies—laser and inkjet.
Total North American inkjet shipments fell
6.4% year over year in 2013—from 20.3
million units in 2012 to 19 million units in
2013. Business inkjet shipments dropped
6.2% year over year from 6.3 million units
in 2012 to about 5.9 million units in 2013,
InfoTrends reported, though researchers

did note a few bright spots as page-wide
inkjets continued to show growth within
the business inkjet segment exceeding
forecast estimates.
In 2013, total North American laser
single function printer and MFP office
equipment shipments fell 4.2% year over
year. The majority of the decline was in
single function printers where shipments
dropped 11.4% year over year for both
color and monochrome devices. The
North American laser market continues to
shift from single function to multifunction
devices.
Total monochrome office laser shipments
declined 2.4% year over year, while total
color laser shipments fell 8.4% year over
year, primarily due to the decline in single
function laser printers, where shipments
declined 20.1% year over year.
While InfoTrends is forecasting a slight
decline in total shipments in 2014, its
researchers do see some areas of growth,
predominately within the monochrome and
color A4 laser MFP workgroup segments
and page-wide business ink, as the shift
to higher speeds and color continue to
offer new revenue opportunities.
Visit www.capv.com/public/home.html for
more information.

Jump Technologies Adds Route
Optimization to JumpTrack
Proof-of-Delivery Solution
Dealer technology provider Jump
Technologies has announced route
optimization is now available for its
JumpTrack
cloud-based,
proof-ofdelivery solution (POD). The new feature
is able to transform an unordered list
of stops into an optimized delivery
sequence, ultimately reducing operational
costs of the fleet, the company said.
JumpTrack Optimization allows users
to program schedule parameters for
each driver, such as lunch and restricted
delivery times for particular customers.
Another feature automatically sends an
CONTINUED on page 22 >>
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FEELING MORE PRODUCTIVE ALREADY.
Scoot™ stand-up/sit-down desks give you the best of both worlds: a stand-up
desk when you want it, a sit-down desk when, well, you feel like sitting. Also, Scoot
desks nest, so there’s nothing to get between you and productivity. Except maybe a
coffee break or two. So take a stand against sitting, you office rebel, you. You might
cause a revolution. The road to office happiness starts at SafcoProducts.com.

TM
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email notification to a customer when
their delivery is completed and includes a
link to the website to view delivery details.
Route optimization is an add-on feature to
JumpTrack and costs $55 per month for
each route that is optimized.
Jump Technologies CEO and chief
technologist John Freund said, “Helping
our customers conserve miles driven
through
economical
routing
and
scheduling has a big pay-off for fleets
of all sizes. Saving just 10 miles per day
adds up to $600 per month per truck.
Plus, running the most efficient routes
possible improves customer service by
getting deliveries to customers faster and
on-time.”

Longbow Partners
with Sales Trainers
The Longbow Consulting Group CRM
organization has announced a partnership
with the Sales Copilot Academy which
combines the Sales Copilot Academy’s
online self-study sales skills training
program with Longbow’s support and
expertise on the Sugar CRM program.
Says Longbow president Neil Saviano,
“CRM software does a good job getting
sales people to strategic meetings in a
sales opportunity, but a void often exists
in the sales skills needed to turn these
meetings into won opportunities. The new
partnership offers what we believe is an
unprecedented unified solution to help fill
that void.”
Longbow has scheduled a webinar May 29
to introduce the new unified solution and
explain how they see the two programs
working together to give sales people the
added efficiency and organization of a
CRM and the sales skills working with it to
help drive greater results.
For more information: www.salescopilot.
com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/
Brochure.pdf.
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Alliance Rubber Challenges
Americans to Support U.S.
Manufacturing
Now through May 31, American rubber
band manufacturer Alliance Rubber is
encouraging Americans to buy Made
in the USA products through a special
“Band Together. Buy American” contest.
The company is asking Americans to
pledge to spend $1 a day on Americanmade goods to help create one million
additional U.S. jobs. Those who take the
pledge will be entered in a contest to win
an all-expense paid trip to a U.S. National
Park. Participants may also submit
a photograph of an American-made
purchase for a chance to win.
“We need manufacturing for generations
to come,” said Alliance Rubber Company
president Bonnie Swayze. “The entire
economy, national security, and wellbeing for all Americans are dependent
upon manufacturing. It accounts for 12%
of the U.S. economy and 11% of the
private sector work force. It offers good
middle-class jobs for millions of people.”
Full contest details are available at www.
facebook.com/alliancerubbercompany.

Six Dealers Come Out Winners in
SPR/Fellowes Sales Contest
Congratulations are in order for six dealers
who each earned a $1,000 prize in a joint
promotion between S.P. Richards and
Fellowes on their sales of Bankers Box
and Business Source products.
The dealers posted the highest percentage
sales increase in their respective SPR
division in the contest timeframe, which
ran from November 2013 through January
2014. Winners were:
• Davison Office Products, Davison, MI
• Hoyle Office Solutions, Arden, NC
• Mohawk Office Products,
Schenectady, NY
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• Pott County Book & Office Supply,
Shawnee, OK
• Twist Office Products, Wood Dale, IL
• Walkers Office Supplies, Auburn, CA

Raynor Group Unveils New Look
for Eurotech Brand

Raynor Group Companies announced
last month plans to unveil a new look
and brand identity for its Eurotech chair
product line. The branding initiative
is intended to more closely mirror the
quality, innovation and clean design of
the products while remaining rooted in
Eurotech’s history, the company said.
“We’ve had great success with our
Eurotech product line, but we’ve always
felt like there was an opportunity to really
showcase the quality and innovation
behind it,” said Raynor Group Companies
president Marc Fries. “We believe the
new look and feel can help us accomplish
that.”
For Raynor, the rebranding effort is
intended to play a key role in positioning
Eurotech chairs as an affordable, premium
brand that can compete against higherpriced, more established brands.
“We believe our Eurotech chairs can
compete with any of the more well-known
brands, and we’re excited to have a brand
look that does the same,” said Fries.
Eurotech’s rebranding initiative will be
implemented throughout 2014.

CONTINUED on page 24 >>
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PosterPalooza

Sales. Now.
California. Arizona. Missouri.
New Mexico. Nevada. The
list goes on and on. New
laws requiring a new state
poster are taking effect now.
And when that happens it
means every business in
your state... every one of
your customers... will need
a new poster to comply.

Call us today to see if your
state is on the list. And sign
up to keep updated because
new ones are being added
every day. Nobody else is
going to warn you. And you
can’t order an individual
state poster from your
wholesaler. They don’t have
them. We do. Call us today.

Alert: New Posters Now Required!

Arizona. Nevada. California. Missouri. Maryland.
EVERY ONE OF Y0UR CUSTOMERS MUST BUY!
AND YOU CAN’T GET THEM FROM YOUR WHOLESALER.

www.tfpdata.com
info@tfpdata.com
Toll free: 800-482-9367
Fax: 805-981-7161
Orders: 800-526-1040
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TFP Introduces
New No E-Cigarettes Poster

earlier this year of Direct Line Corporation
and SpacePro Manufacturing LLC, T/A
KOMPAKT Systems.
The acquisitions bring two new product
lines to Tennsco: SpacePro mobile
shelving and Kompakt Systems mobile
shelving. All three companies have a long
history of successful partnering, making
this merger a natural progression, Tennsco
said in announcing the expansion.

In response to the continuing rise in
popularity of electronic cigarettes and
other electronic smoking or vaping
devices
(e-cigarettes),
governmentcompliant forms and poster manufacturer
TFP Data Systems has introduced a
new “No E-Cigarettes” poster. The
poster measures 8.5” by 11” and comes
laminated for easy display.
“States and local municipalities are already
beginning to ban use of e-cigarettes in
the workplace, and employers have been
updating their no smoking policies to
restrict using e-cigarettes, in addition to all
tobacco products,” notes TFP president
Rick Roddis.
“With our new poster, dealers can now
provide their customers with a way
to present a very visible reminder of
their company’s no smoking policy,
keep employees and visitors free from
secondhand smoke and promote a
smoke-free workplace.”
For more information contact Maria
Navarro at 800-482-9367, ext. 58004 or
MDNavarro@tfpdata.com.

Tennsco Expands Product Line
with New Acquisitions
Filing and storage systems manufacturer
Tennsco Corp. has expanded its
manufacturing capacity in steel storage
and filing solutions with the purchase

“With this acquisition, Tennsco will
increase its breadth of storage and shelving
solutions with the addition of quality
mobile carriage systems,” commented
director of marketing Rachel Bradley.
“Our quality manufacturing, coupled with
SpacePro and Kompakt mobile shelving
teams, makes this a perfect union and we
are confident our customers will benefit
from these additions.”

Tombow Names Group of the Year:
Midwest Resource Group Rep
American Tombow recently announced
Midwest Resource Group as its 2013
Sales Representative Group of the Year.
The group received the award for its
success in growing both units and dollars
in its first year. Commented Greg DiLaura,
American Tombow’s director of sales,
“The Midwest team did an exceptional job
of coming on board, learning our product,
adopting the message and delivering it in a
way that led to increased and sustainable
sales. Their understanding of our position
in the marketplace, along with our unique
features and benefits, make them a strong
asset for the Tombow team.”
In addition, MRG’s Stuart Glass tied
for Sales Representative of the Year.
DiLaura said Stuart “displayed incredible
knowledge, passion and creativity in the
pursuit of Tombow growth.” DiLaura also
mentioned that Stuart “was responsible
for onboarding new customers and
working through challenges to come up
with creative solutions to provide both
Tombow and the customer with wins.”

Zebra Pen Introduces
Telescopic StylusPen
Zebra Pen has announced the latest
addition to its StylusPen brand,
Telescopic Stylus. Telescopic
Stylus is an all-in-one touchscreen
stylus for electronic devices and
pen that features a telescopic ball
point that retracts to a compact
size for storage and transportation.
Available in five colors, Midnight
Blue, Slate Grey, Pretty in Pink,
Ocean, and Sour Grapes, the pen
features oil-based black ink and
a 1.0mm ball point. The opposite
end of the pen features an 8mm
stylus tip for use on touchscreen
devices such as smartphones and
tablets. Telescopic Stylus will be available
in August at an MSRP of $4.99.

C-Line Launches New Mini-Sized
Binder Kits and Accessories Line
C-Line Products has introduced a new line
of binder kits and accessories designed
for documents 5-½” x 8-½” in size or
smaller.
The line is designed to provide an onthe-go storage system, with a wide range
of products and accessories in various
colors so users can customize their
binders to best suit their needs. The minibinder accessories are all 7-hole punched,
allowing them to fit in 5-½” x 8-½”, 6” x 9”
or 8-½” x 11” binders.
The mini-binder starter kit includes white,
college-ruled filler paper, a binder pocket
and a set of index dividers with pockets.
The kit retails for $9.99 and is packed 12
per display.

CONTINUED on page 25 >>
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NEWSMAKER INTERVIEW:

Barry Lane of Avery

As vice president of commercial channel sales for Avery Products Corp., Barry Lane has
a key role to play in charting a new direction for the company after its acquisition last year
by Toronto-based CCL Industries.
Now that the dust has settled from the deal somewhat, it seemed like a good time to find
out what the initial impact of the change in ownership has been and get a sense of what
independents can expect from Avery in the future.
We went to Lane for answers to those questions and others like them. Here’s what he
had to say.

It’s been nearly a year since CCL Industries acquired Avery. What’s
changed and what other changes can dealers expect to see from
Avery going forward?
LANE: A lot has changed and most of it is very positive. Even without new ownership,
we needed to get our cost structure in line with the realities of the new environment
and that called for some very difficult decisions. Sadly, we had to say goodbye to some
really talented people as part of a restructuring effort that impacted just about every
department in the company.
That process is now completed and the result is a company that is sized appropriately
for the market as it exists today and poised to take advantage of the opportunities we
see before us.
CONTINUED on page 26 >>

Need storage
solutioNs? No sweat.
At Tennsco, we understand your hurdles
and offer you affordable storage solutions
you can count on with on-time delivery
and superior customer support. With a
wide variety of quality products to choose
from, we have a solution for you, saving
you time so you can get back to business.
Now, that’s Storage Made Easy.

1-800-251-8184
www.tennsco.com
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Avery today is an organization that has been re-energized and
re-focused and we’re already starting to see significant progress
in several key areas.
First of all, we’re making significant investments in our core
businesses—labels, binders and dividers—to lower our costs
and strengthen our competitiveness in this tough and challenging
environment.
There have been all kinds of speculation and rumors in the past
few years that we might not be committed to the binder business
any more but it’s all just rumor and speculation. CCL didn’t buy
Avery to make it smaller. They bought it to make it more profitable
and larger.
As a company, we’re very much committed to the binder category.
In fact, we’re probably investing more in the binder category this
year in terms of new production equipment than we have in the
last ten. And that’s good news for the independent dealer.
We’re also investing in digital printing (a strength of CCL)
and looking very seriously at custom labels as a new growth
opportunity for us and our dealers. And we’re bringing in new
technology within our label business as well, to make sure we
maintain our leadership position in that market.
Our sales and marketing teams have been working very hard to
align themselves, not only on the current realities of the industry
but on the opportunities that exist within our categories.
There’s a renewed energy across the company and a recognition
that the independent dealer is very much the sweet spot of
our business and that’s bringing a new focus on supporting
independents and the markets they serve.
We’re also exploring ways to leverage CCL’s technology
leadership and labeling applications in the office environment for
the independent dealer.
These are exciting times for Avery. We’ve got wind in our sails
that we haven’t had for many quarters and dealer response to
our new initiatives—like the re-launch of our entry-level PRES-aply label line—has been really exceptional.

These are obviously challenging times for anyone
in the core office products market. What’s Avery’s
take on what’s happening and how has the
company responded?
LANE: I think the first point that has to be made is that there is
still vitality in core office products. The installed base is still very
significant and nobody—not dealers and certainly not Avery—
should run away too fast from it.
The key from our perspective is to make sure we are participating
effectively at both ends of the category. Competitiveness is the
price of admission today and we are very aware of the need

to give dealers the price points and the tools they need to be
competitive.
But we are equally committed to finding ways to sell more valueadded products within the category that offer Avery and its dealer
customers more attractive margin opportunities.
The independent dealer has a critical role to play in that effort.
Avery has a broad range of specialty products where there’s just
as much need for educating the end consumer as there is for the
basic sales function and that’s one area where the independent
dealer has a significant competitive advantage.
Independents have an ability to talk intelligently about products
and educate their customers that most of their competition lack
and that makes them a very important partner for a company like
Avery.
We’re putting an enormous amount of effort and investment into
training videos, design templates and other online tools and
the independent is ideally positioned to use them to help the
consumer find the right products for their particular needs.

What advice would offer dealers on how best
to exploit the opportunities you see in today’s
market?
LANE: I really believe that if we are going to make the most of
current opportunities, there has to be an industry-wide effort.
We need greater collaboration up and down the channel, so that
working together, we can identify what I call stranded costs and
find ways to put those funds to more effective use.
Stranded costs are expenses that are in the channel from legacy
programs that have basically outlived their value. For example,
there’s a small mountain of printed collateral that is just sitting
around in distribution centers and warehouses up and down the
channel and gathering dust.
There’s not just the expense of storing all those catalogs and
brochures that we need to worry about. There’s also the lost
opportunity to re-allocate the funds they represent into digital
business-building efforts such as website design and e-marketing
that could really make a difference in the marketplace.
We need to have candid conversations with one another as
genuine partners about some of these legacy programs and
investments and if it turns they aren’t giving us the mileage they
used to, then let’s figure out ways to redirect those funds so that
collectively, we can respond more effectively to where and how
the consumer wants to buy today.

Any parting words for independents?
LANE: First of all, we want to thank our dealers for their loyalty
and support of Avery in the past and for their continuing support
CONTINUED on page 27 >>
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as we go forward as a new and re-invented
company.
Independents have been tremendous
partners for us for many years. We look at
them and we see a group of businesses
leaders with a unique position in the
marketplace because of their ability to
build relationships and truly educate their
customers.
I would encourage dealers to continue to
work together to optimize best practices
and find new ways to leverage their
entrepreneurial spirit and their years of
industry experience and knowledge.
When you combine all that entrepreneurial
strength with the continuing power of
leadership brands like Avery, it creates
a differentiator with the ability to provide
independents with a very effective
platform for future growth and profitability
and we’re very much looking forward
to continuing to be a key part of their
success story in the years ahead.
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New Resourcing Revenue (R2)
Venture Launched
Industry veterans Mark Hampton, formerly
a senior executive with United Stationers
and TriMega, and Steve Hilleard and Janet
Bell of Office Products International (OPI),
have announced a new international joint
venture aimed at helping independent
dealers and distributors grow their
business and expand into new product
categories.
The new organization, Resourcing
Revenue (R2), will offer dealers support
with new specialist talent acquisition and
placement solutions and new business
development tools.
The company, legally registered in the
UK, began trading in North America last
month. A formal UK and Ireland launch is
planned for this month, with a late-2014
entrance scheduled for Australia and New
Zealand.
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One driver behind the birth of R2 is the
layoff of talent due to the Office Depot/
OfficeMax integration and a desire to help
those job seekers enter the independent
reseller channel, the company said.
Another key motivation is to assist
dealers to more effectively capitalize on
the office products industry’s expansion
into adjacent product categories such as
JanSan, cleaning and breakroom. R2’s
search tools are designed to help resellers
identify and recruit proven talent in those
categories, but for a fraction of the price
typically charged by a traditional recruiter,
the company added.
Other R2 tools are focused on costeffective and highly-targeted lead generation and prospecting.
Visit www.resourcingrevenue.com for
more information.
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NEWSfromBSA
BSA Partners with Cleveland
Research
The Business Solutions Association
(BSA) and Cleveland Research have
announced a new partnership which
will give BSA members access to three
quarterly webinars from Cleveland
Research in which the state of the
business products and equipment
industry will be discussed.
In addition, BSA members will have a
special website portal that provides even
more data as well as the presentation
modules from the quarterly webinars.
Both the webinars and the portal will be
available only to BSA members and will
be password protected.
“This is really a unique, exclusive and
value-added benefit for BSA members,”
commented BSA president Jim O’Brien.
“The information and data developed
by Cleveland Research is proprietary to
BSA and is not available anywhere else.
It enables all BSA members to have vital
statistical and trend data that will greatly
assist them in their sales and marketing
efforts.”

BSA Sets Industry Standards
Agenda for 2014
Separately, BSA announced its Industry
Standards Council has decided on its key
priorities for the year, with plans to set
up the following committees to work on
industry standards or best practices:

n Brand Standards Committee
Chair: Pam Narum, 3M
	The objective of the brand standard
team is to provide best practices for
brand representation, guidelines and
communications of your brand online
and in printed and visual material and
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when making brand comparisons,
showing compatibility or references to
other brands.

n Education Committee
Chair: Dawn Austin, Incomar
	To ensure that all industry tiers
(wholesale, manufacturer, dealer,
3PVs, content providers, etc.) are
aware of BSA standards and best
practices by communicating on a
regular basis. We will create and
conduct training for all tiers so that
standards and best practices can be
implemented easily and properly.

n Images Standard Committee
Chair: Robert Wainberg, ACCO
	To facilitate the exchange of images
by developing a standard for the
exchanging of images between
partners. The goal of the standard
is to reduce the need for the manual
comparison of images currently
required to identify those that are outof-date and needing replacement.

n Infographics Committee
Chair: Jim Riesterer, Smead
	To establish best practices and
recommendations for developing
product images (“infographics”) that
include graphic depiction of key
product features or attributes and
establish a standard around what
information should and should not be
represented as part of an infographic.

n Print Cartridge Definitions
and Usage Committee
Chair: Amy Shipman, Hewlett Packard

n Product Attributes Committee
Chair: Cheryl Wittenstein,
ACCO Brands
	To develop best practices for grouping
detailed color names by master colors
for improved, simplified filtering on
websites and an enhanced shopping
experience.

n Universal Product Code Standard
Committee
Chair: Robert Wainberg, ACCO
	To establish a more effective, Universal
Product Code and explore using the
UPC code as an alternative to the
wholesaler number to identify unique
products within the industry.

n Video Best Practices Council
Committee
Chair: Michael Hauck, United
Stationers
	To review the existing video standard
with an eye towards making
recommended updates.

n XML Standard Committee
Chair: Michael Hauck, United
Stationers
	To define an XML format (schema) for
transporting product content from one
organization to another. (For example:
supplier to wholesaler, supplier to
retailer, wholesaler to 3PV.)
For more information on both the
Cleveland Research partnership and the
association’s industry standards efforts,
contact BSA associate director Paula
Kreuzburg (PH: 410-931-8100; paulak@
BusinessSolutionsAssociation.com).

	To expand on the work that was done
for the Remanufactured Cartridge
Definition, creating a common printing
supplies taxonomy.
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2014
PREVIEW

The Office Furniture Industry Gets Ready to Celebrate
Better Times Ahead in Chicago
Next month, the office furniture industry
will be making its annual pilgrimage to
Chicago for the 2014 NeoCon show and
there’s every reason this year to expect
an event that will be both upbeat and
opportunity-focused.
Most of the dealers we talk to these days
report solid office furniture business at
pretty much all price points and BIFMA,
the manufacturers’ trade association,
is forecasting continuing growth for the
remainder of this year and double-digit
gains for 2015. That should make the

®

showrooms and temporary exhibits fun
places to be for the 40,000-plus industry
professionals expected to start streaming
into Chicago’s Merchandise Mart when
the doors open June 9.
The Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(OFDA), sister alliance to NOPA, will be
participating once again at this year’s
show with a booth (#2008) on the Mart’s
7th floor. OFDA will also be utilizing
a variety of social networking tools
throughout the three day event.

Follow OFDA on Twitter at @indfurndealer
and view all the latest NeoCon products on
OFDA’s Pinterest board at www.pinterest.
com/ofda/neocon-worlds-trade-fair.
In addition to the latest and greatest
new products from more than 700
exhibitors, this year’s NeoCon will offer an
exceptional educational opportunity, with
several high-profile keynote speakers and
over 100 CEU seminars, tours, association
forums and special events.
CONTINUED on page 30 >>

Need furniture NOW?
Available on all HPFI

Introducing the
NOW Quick Ship
Program

Soft Seating
Guest Seating

87 upholsteries.
1,070 colors.
14 finishes.
7 Days.

Executive Seating
Healthcare

Visit www.hpfi.com for details and to request a print copy of the NOW Catalog
t
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2014 PREVIEW: NEOCON

continued from page 29

We don’t have room to cover them all but here’s a look at some of
the sessions specifically for dealers attending this year’s NeoCon.

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM: Negotiating With Your Contractors and
Other Vendors

Monday, June 9

Speaker: Paul Friedman, founding principal, Friedman & Associates, LLC, St.
Louis, MO

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM: Persistence Equals Success
Speaker: Scott Lesnick, trainer and author, JD Enterprises, Milwaukee
Boost your confidence in your ability to intertwine personal and
professional goals. Feel at ease as you move smoothly between
the four generations currently in the workplace. Find out the
great ways to say “no,” and get “yes”!

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM: Reaping the Benefits of Architectural
Visualization
Speaker: Florencia Bialet, AIA, principal, Illustrate My Design, Alexandria, VA
Learn how to use visualization to communicate critical
information to your clients, help manage budgets and embrace
the future of architectural work. Discover new strategies
for overcoming hurdles with clients, including how to use
visualization to bring about faster decision making. Review the
benefits of using SketchUp or Revit modeling in-house.

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM: High Impact Proposals
Speaker: Frank Stasiowski, FAIA, founder and CEO, PSMJ Resources, Inc.,
Newtown, MA
A well-crafted proposal demonstrates your understanding of
the client’s needs and desires. You can learn to create those
proposals in a readable, concise, attractive and well-organized
manner that will bring home a win every time.

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM: Intelligent Business Planning
Speaker: Paul Holland, principal, Solomon Coyle, Alexandria, VA
Discover how to give your business planning process more
intelligence and create an effective strategic plan. Learn how
to develop a well-informed plan based on solid market facts,
industry data and a thorough understanding of your own
operating information.

Hear the best negotiating tips to control costs and avoid
problems. Discuss common conflicts including the “change
order” and how to play the “gotcha” game. Refine your skills
to protect yourself and your business, and pave the way for
successful projects and happy outcomes for you and your
clients.

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM: Strength in Numbers (Partner Up for
Profit)
Speakers: Sally Chavez, ASID, LEED AP ID+C, principal, Office Space Design,
Tucson, AZ and Devorie Brown, ASID, LEED AP ID+C, principal, Commercial
Studio of Interior Design, Vail, AZ
Explore the joint venture as an avenue to new markets,
opportunities to work on larger projects and as a temporary
relationship to provide a wider range of design services. Learn
what you need to know to protect your business while in
business with someone else.

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM: Optimize Your Retail Brand Experience
Speaker: D. Christopher Howe, design strategist, designinterative*,
Manchester, NH
Get the skills to manage a consistent brand experience within
an inconsistent physical network. Educate yourself about the
multi-disciplinary approach of environmental graphic design,
brand features and retail communications. You’ll leave with a
stronger, solid set of go-to skills for retail branding and design.

Wednesday, June 11
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM: What Makes Customers Buy?
Speaker: Terri Maurer, FASID, owner, Maurer Consulting Group, Akron, OH

Tuesday, June 10

Customers of all types and sizes have changed the way they
spend money in the post-recession marketplace. But there are
a number of triggers that cause customers to buy. Discover
what they are and how to use them so you can improve sales
and boost revenue.

9:30 AM - 10:30 AM: Minimizing Margin Erosion

1:30 PM - 2:30 PM: Growing Marketing Share

Speaker: David Solomon, managing principal, Solomon Coyle, Alexandria, VA

Speaker: Frank Heegaard, owner, Human Investments, Inc., Sycamore, IL

With the average dealership operating profit at 2–2.5%,
reducing margin erosion can improve a dealer’s bottom line
immediately. Hear about proven ways to incorporate best
practices throughout the process, avoid costly mistakes, reduce
margin erosion and increase your dealership’s profit. Get the
knowledge and skills you need to keep your margin healthy!

This seminar will help you better understand the raw talent in
your organization and will provide you with ability to organize
your employees (and future hires) into the most productive
teams possible.
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RECOVER

YOUR LOST CLIENTS

Take Back What Was Once Yours!
Would you like to recover many of your LOST CLIENTS? Of course you would.
How many clients have you lost over the years that you wish you had back?
You mean to call them and find out why they left and try to get them back but
you never seem to find the time! Let me introduce you to SalesTactix’s
LOST CLIENT RECOVERY PROGRAM!
It is very simple. You provide us with a spreadsheet of your lost clients and we
call them on your behalf and set appointments for you to get back in.
The added benefit is we also find out why they left.
How big is that? It is very important information.
If you are interested in taking
a few minutes
to discuss then please call
Tom Ketchum...

www.salestactix.com

or email Tom at tom.ketchum@salestactix.com

949.466.5718

The Dirty Little Secret that
Could Get Washington
Moving Again
By Paul Miller, NOPA Director of Legislative and Regulatory Affairs

For years the word “earmark” was synonymous with pork projects or
special interest money being spent on pet projects. The most famous
of these pet projects was the “bridge to nowhere” in Alaska. While I
agree in part that “earmarks” were money handed out to Members of
Congress for special projects in their districts or states, I’d also argue
that’s what we elect them to do.
Keep in mind, if your Member of Congress
isn’t getting that money some other state is.
In 2010, the Republicans came up with
the great idea of campaigning to retake
the House of Representatives on the
issue of banning earmarks, which were
identified throughout the campaign as
villain number one.
The strategy worked and when the
Republicans took back the House they
immediately banned earmarks. Some of
you may be saying that’s government at
its finest. I’d argue that was one of the
biggest mistakes they made and are now
paying for it.
Earmarks accounted for less than .001
percent of our overall spending, yet this
spending was critical to keeping the
legislative calendar moving and votes
being taken and laws being passed.
We are now in year four of no earmarks
and key members from both parties are
clamoring to bring them back. Why?
First of all, they’ve figured out that when
Congress decided to ban earmarks, what
they did in essence was give up their
spending authority and turn it over to the
President.
Secondly, by giving up this authority, they
didn’t actually eliminate earmarks at all.
MAY 2014

They just put the power to decide where
the money gets spent in the hands of the
President!

leaders in both parties would gain an
opportunity to get the votes on legislation
they need to move forward and pass.

Take the transportation sector as an
example. The government has what it
calls a TIGER Grant program (Transportation Investment Generating Economic
Recovery). States can apply for these grants
and their application for funds are reviewed
by the Department of Transportation who
decides who gets the money.

If you don’t think this is important, just take
a look at the way gridlock has impacted
some key small business issues. Does
Strategic Sourcing still leave a bad taste
in your mouth?

If you look at the last two election cycles,
you will see a trend of TIGER money
going to Democratic leaning states and
members of Congress up for re-election.
You will also see TIGER grant awards
going to states that were key to the
President’s re-election.
I point all this out because Washington
is today at a stalemate. The Republicans
control the House of Representatives, the
Democrats control the Senate and the
White House and the net result is gridlock.
Gridlock, of course, is nothing new to
Washington, but in the past, leaders broke
gridlock by cashing in bargaining chips
during the earmark allocation process.
It may not have been an ideal way of
running the country but it got things done.
By bringing earmarks back—with new
rules on how the process would work—
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Earmarks would not have solved this
problem, but they would have helped with
gaining interest in pursuing a real solution
on the legislative side.
Under the current process, why bother
even trying if you know Congress can’t
pass any legislative of substance on this
issue? Restoring earmarks would change
that dynamic and give small businesses a
fighting chance again.
Want Washington to break the logjam?
There’s a simple answer: Reinstitute
earmarks and that process will begin.
As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory affairs,
Paul Miller is the association’s government advocacy
representative on Capitol Hill. Miller represents NOPA
and dealer interests before the U.S. Government
and key states; insisting on a level playing field in
contracting for independents and protecting office
products dealers’ business against misguided
government proposals. For more information, visit
www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.
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Office products
are your world.
They’re our
world, too.
For nearly 25 years, OPMA has
served the office products industry
by delivering results-proven, costefficient marketing solutions. From
catalogs and flyers to websites and
e-commerce tools, we’ve built a
solid reputation on providing our
clients with the materials they need,
when they need them.

e-marketing

To learn more about how our worlds
can come together, contact us at
616.785.6061, or visit opma.com.
Office Products Marketing & Advertising
4211 North Division
Comstock Park, Michigan 49321
616.785.6061

flyers
catalogs
websites

A nice market
for dealers
who go after it.
by Jim Rapp

The recession is over, the chairs are worn out and end
users are finally a little more receptive to the idea of
replacing them and upgrading the rest of their furnishings.
Although the office furniture market grew by only a point
or two in 2013 according to the Business and Institutional
Furniture Manufacturers Association (BIFMA), the
association is offering an encouraging forecast for the
near-term future—4% growth for this year and a healthy
12% increase in 2015.

CONTINUED on page 35 >>
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A number of dealers I talked with over the
past few weeks are even more optimistic—
projecting their furniture sales in 2014 to
be double digit over 2013 and even greater
in 2015.

The great divide
More and more, though, traditional office
product dealers appear to be dividing
themselves into two distinct groups when
it comes to furniture.
One group is out there actively promoting
furniture, offering two or three major lines
and a fairly broad array of price points. The
other group, which is much larger in number,
is taking a position that can be summed up
as “We sell furniture as well as supplies—
and it’s all shown online or in our catalog.”
Dealers who take that approach may
avoid investments in specialist sales staff,
inventory and furniture-related services such
as design and installation. But they may
also be missing out on some significant top
and bottom line opportunities, particularly
at a time when the industry’s buying groups
and wholesalers have both been stepping
up their own furniture programs.
“We’re trying to get more members to
focus on furniture,” says Ty Blankenbaker,
merchandise manager at Independent
Stationers. “Our furniture sales for the first
quarter were strong and the balance of the
year looks even stronger.
“Dealers have a lot of options today.
Wholesalers have their own brands and
a huge product selection. Manufacturers
have a limited number of dealers they
focus on, instead of actively seeking new
dealers to grow their business. We are
trying to change this.”
“We are working with several manufacturers
in the education area. The demand is
strong at all levels—particularly K through
12, even pre-kindergarten and daycare
centers. Schools are local and so are we.
This can be a big chunk of business for our
members, if they go after it.”
Tricia Burke, chairperson of TriMega’s
furniture committee and president of Office
MAY 2014
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Environments in Louisville, reports increased
cooperation over the past year on the part
of the 20 or so furniture manufacturers who
have programs with the group.
She too sees a nice pick-up in sales
this year with 2015 hitting double-digit
growth. “Healthcare and education will
be particularly strong,” says Tricia, who
is putting in a separate showroom just for
healthcare lines.
Responsiveness to new work styles will
also become important, she notes. “There
will be more shared space, as people,
especially millenials who are more mobile,
use what is called touchdown space and
collaborative space. This requires new and
different furniture pieces, and therefore
provides more opportunities.”

Looking better all around
“I could not be happier about the furniture
side of our business than I am today,”
says Drew Kyle of Kyle Office Solutions in
Tuscaloosa.
“We took a big hit in 2011. Two thousand
twelve was a little better and 2013 was
considerably better. This year is looking good
so far. Customers who have been putting off
replacements are starting to come back. It’s
pretty much mid-market products, both on
contract and small purchases. Schools and
state purchases are fair to good and look to
be better next year.”
“I’m hoping we will have a 20% increase
in furniture sales this year,” states Jack
Ingram, Sierra Office Systems and
Products, Sacramento, California.
“What’s interesting is that the purchases
are not simply replacement items—chair
for chair, desk for desk. Instead, companies
are going to shared, communal type space.
It’s an interesting concept and it’s keeping
us on our toes. We’re learning fast, not only
a different product, but understanding the
whole new concept—from space planning
to design and installation.
CONTINUED on page 36 >>
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“People work in shifts. They won’t necessarily have their own desks. Instead they
share a desk with a couple of coworkers.
Some of our high tech customers have
gone to a concept where they assign a
person a small locker to keep their personal
affects, then have them share a common
work space.”
Howard Hoppe recently retired at Race
Office Products, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, after
running his dealership for 54 years. Both
he and his son, Rick, who has taken over
after working there for close to 30 years,
have witnessed a good many changes in
the furniture side of the business.
“Today, there’s more emphasis on value
and overall cost of space,” explains
Howard. “This does not mean that people
are buying the cheapest furniture available.
Managing with fewer people is more
important than ever and quality furniture is
an important part of doing that.”
Adds Rick, “Our furniture business
has been growing over the past few
years. Offices in this area continue to be
traditional. They like the privacy of walls
and doors. Old desks, some still metal, are
simply replaced with wood desks.”
“We had a nice increase with furniture last
year, but 2014 looks flat at this point,”
states Norman White, Newtown Office
Supply, Newtown, Pennsylvania. “We have
a major project that’s been put on hold for
a while, so we could have a very good year
after all. I wish there had been a desk for
every chair we sold last year. It seems that
they’re looking to upgrade their workers’
environment by giving them a new chair!
“We are very aware of the changes
taking place in the office environment—
common work spaces, renewable and
the entire Green movement. We recently
installed a new breakroom, with communal
workspace and a very casual atmosphere.
“We have a great furniture team, from
design to installation. We now have
furniture specialists, so when a rep
uncovers a furniture opportunity, they bring
the specialist in to do a study, develop a
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proposal and hopefully make the sale.”

A little different approach
Roswell Home & Office Furniture Outlet,
Roswell (Atlanta) Georgia is not a typical
office furniture dealer. They started out
selling used furniture for both office and
home, and added new products later.
Today, used furniture still represents 25%
of their total volume. “Our recovery is
lagging the overall so-called recovery,”
says owner Wayne Robinson.
“Competition in this market is brutal and it’s
coming mostly from other independents,
not the big boxes. Also, there’s a lot of
used furniture on the market which also
serves to hold prices down.
“We are finding that traditional advertising
is less effective than in the past, so we’re
emphasizing the Internet and social media.
People search us out with their smart
phones and iPads. They google ‘furniture
stores’, ‘used furniture’ and ‘office
furniture’. That’s where most of our leads
come from.”
At 360 Office Solutions in Billings,
Montana, Frank Cross reports that their
furniture sales are very brisk and that 2014
will be a record year.
“My concern for the future is that the
Internet makes it easy for anyone to not
only buy items online, but more important,
it provides easy access to prices, right
down to the product code.
“Recently we did a layout and design for an
optometry office, including a listing of all
furnishings, with manufacturer names and
numbers shown and a quotation. We lost
the sale because one of their employees
took our proposal to several dealers and,
of course, you know what happened!
“We should not have provided the detailed
information, but this shows that just
about anyone can buy any items, either
from a wholesaler, or from dozens of
online sellers who have no showroom, no
CONTINUED on page 38 >>
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The Office City & The Godfrey Group
Annual Northern California
Golf Tournament

Peninsula Golf and Country Club: The only West Coast course designed by famed
golf course architect Donald Ross.

august 17 ¬ 18, 2014
Peninsula Golf and Country Club
San Mateo, Calif.

Join esteemed members of the National Business
Products Industry for The Office City & The Godfrey
Group annual Northern California Golf Tournament
benefiting City of Hope.
Register at cityofhope.org/nbpi or www.
golfdigestplanner.com/25772-NorCalCityofHope/
index.html or call Cathleen Tighe at 866-905-HOPE.
Steve Schmidt
2014 Spirit of Life‰ Honoree
President, International
Office Depot

With your support,
City of Hope will have
many victories ahead
in the battle against
cancer, diabetes and
other life-threatening
diseases.

August 17
Day at AT&T Park to watch
the Giants play the Phillies
August 18
Lunch, Golf, Awards Dinner

sponsors
Platinum

gold

DEV-22054.SL
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salespeople and I might add, no one to
unpack, assemble and repair or replace
damaged items.”
“The mix of furniture today is more
important than ever. In most of our
presentations, we are always ready to
show a second line, which is usually a
more economical alternative.”
Frank mentioned three great opportunity
areas in the markets they cover. “The first
is education. Tax revenues in this area
have gone up significantly since the oil
shale activity—this will be a big market for
the next five years.”
“The second is healthcare. Public areas
in hospitals, clinics, doctors’ offices are
dated. Infection control is important.
Anything that comes with a fabric needs
to be addressed—all the way from a vet’s
office to a surgical suite.”
“The third is automobile dealers’
showrooms and other customer areas.
We are working with General Motors
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dealers, following the new requirement
that specify certain manufacturer brands,
styles, colors, and so forth.”

Some final thoughts …
Desks and chairs may always be with
us, but you can be sure that they’ll look
different and be placed in new and
different settings. The new sit and stand
desks available today are only one
example.
I have no doubt that the office of the
future will look quite different, but keeping
up to date on the latest styles will not be
the most important knowledge area for
independents in the coming years.
Marketing—advertising, promoting, selling and branding—that’s where the dealer
will sink or swim from this point on.
Broadening the customer base is certainly
needed, as several dealers have pointed
out in this article—education, healthcare,
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home offices, and so on—but marketing
is still the key.
Competitors are coming from all
directions, especially online, and it will
take more than an attractive website to
stay in the game.
The lack of interest in the furniture side
of the business by so many general line
dealers is scary, since the traditional
supply side doesn’t appear to hold much
growth potential if recent sales trends
offer any indication.
I suppose all this means more opportunities
for the 100% contract dealers who are
aligned with the Steelcases, Herman
Millers and Haworth of this world. That
may perhaps be better than seeing that
business go to the big boxes, but it still
makes you wonder if too many dealers
aren’t taking enough advantage of what
promises to be a significant growth
opportunity.
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Making the Most of a First

IMPRESSION

By Marisa Pensa

As an independent office supply dealer,
making a great first impression is critical
to ensure you are remembered. But when
you meet someone for the first time, you
only have about thirty seconds to engage
them in a conversation and make a great
first impression. If you are talking on the
telephone, you have even less time to
catch their attention!
Here are some pointers to help you
make the most of that small window of
opportunity:

In person…
Dress for success. No matter what the

setting, reflect well on your dealership
by being well groomed and wearing
appropriate business attire.
It’s always better to overdress rather than
underdress. Be proud of your personal
appearance and carry yourself in a way
that shows it.

Make good eye contact and smile.
If you’re sitting and someone approaches
you and introduces him or herself,
automatically stand up. Make sure you
give the person you are meeting the
respect and attention he or she deserves.
There is nothing ruder than glancing
around to see if there is anyone better to
talk to than the person right in front of you.
Smile and be friendly!
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Shake hands with a firm grip. It’s
very disheartening when someone has a
terrible handshake. There is a proper way
to shake someone’s hand. Make sure the
“V” between your thumb and forefinger
connects with the other person’s “V.”
Shake the person’s hand firmly two or
three times and then let go. A good rule
of thumb is to match the other person’s
firmness of grip.

Say your name and repeat theirs.
Enunciate your name and repeat his or her
name to help you remember it. You can
also take this a step further and use his or
her name in the first sentence of dialog.
If you happen to forget a name, don’t be
afraid to ask for it again. There is a chance
he or she forgot yours, too.

Follow up properly.

After you meet
someone for the first time, be sure
to promptly enter his or her contact
information in your CRM (I hope you are
utilizing one!), along with any details from
your conversation that could be helpful to
you in the future.
In your notes, clearly spell out the mutually
agreed upon “next step.” Additionally,
send a hand written thank you card. When
was the last time you received something
that was hand written? A handwritten
note expressing appreciation for your
prospect’s time could be just the thing
that sets you apart from your competitors.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Over the phone...
You must rely on your tone of
voice, enthusiasm and clear
pronunciation to make a great
first impression. In person, 55% of
communication is body language, 35% is
tone and 10% comes from the words you
say. When body language is not part of
the equation, that 35% jumps to 90%.
Just about the entire first impression
comes from how you say what you’re
saying. Your voice is your appearance,
your eye contact and your handshake all
rolled into one. Talk about a challenge!
Stand up for a few calls, post a mirror
above your desk and consciously smile!
Prospects will always buy YOU first,
before your company, your specific
products or your great pricing.
A professional and courteous approach
to meeting new people can open up new
doors as you build your customer base.
Remember, you can’t erase a bad first
impression. Put these tips into practice
and enhance your ability to make a great
first impression every time!
Marisa Pensa is the owner of Methods in Motion, a
sales training organization that has helped hundreds
of companies, both in the office supply industry
and across a range of industries, start inside sales
teams from the ground up and develop both new and
seasoned sales professionals and sales managers. For
more information, visit www.methodsnmotion.com.
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Time toTake an Interest in
By Wendy Pike

Pinterest is famous for having an audience
obsessed with food, fashion, and DIY goodies.
And while we don’t have businesses built around
those three things, there is a huge opportunity
on Pinterest to tap into the last obsession.
Pinterest helps to humanize your brand and tell your story
through visuals. Pinterest allows you to showcase the people that
make your business a success, industry statistics or news, your
brand’s content or useful information and tips your customers
can benefit from.
Entrepreneur.com says that with over 70 million users, Pinterest
has become a valuable tool for many small businesses, and I
believe it can be a valuable tool for independent dealers.
A recent article by social media expert Steve Otenski, cites
research put out by the Modea digital agency showing the top
job title of Pinterest users is Office Administrative Support and
it’s followed by Sales, Education, Healthcare and Management.
These are our target customers!
For those of you unfamiliar with Pinterest, let’s start with the
basics.
Pinterest is a visual social network built around engaging
visual content. Users share visual images by “pinning” them on
to a virtual board—think virtual bulletin board. “Pinners” can
create, collect and repost information in picture,
image or video format.
Pinterest Terminology
• Pin: image added to Pinterest
• Pin Board: set of theme based pins
• Pinning: act of visually sharing content
• Pinner: Person sharing or pinning
•P
 in It Button: button you can place on
website to facilitate sharing
• RePin: reposting somebody else’s pin

Now that you’re up to speed, I want to share nine tips to get you
started:

#1 - Set Up A Company Page
Unlike a personal profile, a Pinterest business account is public.
This means you don’t have to “approve” followers. If you jumped
on Pinterest in the beginning, you may still have a personal
account but as a business, you want to make sure that you set
up a Pinterest business page.
Without a business page, you’re missing out on valuable analytics!
Make the switch to a business page or create an account today
here: http://business.pinterest.com. This is a wonderful resource
area that will guide you through the process and offer great tips
and advice.
Take time to set up your account properly with your business
name and logo. When you have a business account, you can
select your “business type,” add your location, verify your
website, and create a short “About You” section for your profile.
Be sure to complete a description using those all-important key
words. And don’t forget to set up links to your website and other
social media channels so you can reap the lead generation and
SEO benefits.

#2 Make It Pinnable
Install a Pin It button for your website and embed the
button wherever you have “pinnable” content. This
might be on your website landing page and other
pages within your website.
Unfortunately, if you are using an ECI webstore
system such as Britannia or DDMS you are not able
to add pin buttons to product pages yet—hopefully
ECI is working on this!
Let people know you are on Pinterest. Add the Pinterest button
on your landing page so people can see you have a company
page. You can also add a Pinterest link to your email footer, email
marketing pieces and your other social media platforms.

CONTINUED on page 41 >>
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#3 Create Your Boards

#5 What To Pin

#7 Be Social

Pinterest users love helpful, engaging
content that just happens to be visual.
Think about board topics that can feature
helpful content that will also generate
leads. Use numerous boards to keep your
content organized and easy to navigate.

Include various types of content
throughout your boards such as repins,
content from your own website, content
curated from other websites or uploaded
content. Don’t forget, you can also pin
videos!

For each new board you create, you should
choose a category from the drop-down
list that reflects your business. Selecting
an appropriate category for your boards
will make your content searchable. Title
your boards. Get creative with your titles.
Go with something clever to generate
interest.

Pinterest’s user base is currently 80%
women and their top interests are fashion,
home design, crafts and kids. Think
outside the box about how you can
showcase your products and services to
engage these users.

Pinterest is a social media platform, so
be social. Start following and engaging
others. Repin their content to build your
followers. When someone follows you,
you can follow them back or even say
thank you! Comment and like other
people’s pins.

This is another area where you will want
to include a description with those allimportant key words for SEO. You can
designate a cover for your boards that
shows on your page. If you don’t designate
or create a cover, the most recent pin will
show.
Tip: to create a cover, think bookcover,
with an image that encompasses your
board theme. You can also add teaser text
that advertises your board and creates
interest. For some examples see the
different boards that Melanie Duncan has
on her page.
A few ideas for boards to get you started:
Your company blog, recommended
products, business tools, office style,
contests.

#4 Create Visual Content
Now that you’ve got your board idea, you
need to fill it with pins. You can create
your own images, pin from your website,
repin from another board or source one
from the Internet.
Tall images get repined more. They take
up more space so they stand out more. A
2:3 aspect ratio is optimal.
Also, reddish-orange images get twice
the repins as blueish images. Photos with
medium lightness are repinned 20 times
more than dark images.
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When pinning, make sure to use your
description wisely. Keep it short and
sweet. This is the place to include a
shortened, trackable URL in your pin.
Providing a link in the description gives
your followers even more opportunities to
click, and maybe even become a lead.
Tip: Pinning too many images from your
website or blog or only pinning images
from your website or blog is not ideal.
Vary the content you post to keep it fresh
and engaging.

Tip: By commenting on other people’s
pins, you get additional exposure to their
followers. Look for strategic pages to
engage with and optimize your exposure.

#8 Promote Your Pins
To get the most out of your pins, you need
to promote them outside of Pinterest. Use
the networks you already have (Facebook,
Twitter, word-of-mouth, etc.) to spread
the word. Share links to individual pins
on other social networks. You can use
Constant Contact’s email templates to let
subscribers know you’re on Pinterest.
Adding a Pinterest logo to your website or
blog will also help grow your following and
act as a reminder to people who visit your
website to pin your content.

#6 Pin Strategically

#9 Measure for Results

Use keyword-rich and eye-catching
captions and add hashtags and urls to
your descriptions. Don’t go overboard
pinning a number of pins at one time.
Space out the timing of your pins and pin
at different times of the day.

As a business person, your time is limited.
Don’t waste it! If you’re not reviewing the
analytics Pinterest provides, how will you
know if your efforts are having an effect on
your business?

Pinning on a number of boards increases
the likelihood of being seen as users
might only follow one or two of your
boards depending on their interests.
When repinning, make sure to check
for copyrights and always credit your
sources. Pins are most useful when they
have links back to the original source.
Tip: If you pin a product with a link to your
website, include a price. This doesn’t
necessarily show up on your pin, but it
does automatically add you to a “Gift”
Board for added exposure and additional
SEO.
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Track recent activity to see recent
followers, likes, comments and repins.
Check your website’s Google Analytics,
looking at referral sources from other sites
and take note of the keywords people are
searching for when they find you.
As you can see, Pinterest offers a wide
variety of features that you can take
advantage of for free and our customers
are already on it. So, have I piqued your
interest in Pinterest?
Wendy Pike is president of Twist Office Products
in Wood Dale, Illinois and Roseville and
New Prague, Minnesota. She can be reached
by email at wpike@twistop.com.
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Five Steps to Better Sales Presentations
By Troy Harrison

When I started out in selling, I thought
that it was all about presenting. I’d get
up in front of my customers, give a great
speech and they’d be reaching for their
checkbooks before I even finished. Well,
suffice it to say that I learned. In fact, I’ve
learned a lot since then. When I speak, one
of the most commonly requested topics is
on giving great sales presentations—but
I’m always a bit reluctant to speak on that
topic.
You see, a sales presentation is only as
good as the discovery and information
gathering that preceded it. That’s
why much of my writing and teaching
is dedicated to understanding your
customers.
Still, there is a place for understanding
how to give a great presentation and as
long as you promise to keep it in context,
I’ll give you five great ways to optimize
your sales presentations. You promise?
Great! Let’s get started.

1. Have the Right Content.
One of the reasons that so many sales
presentations fail is that they have too
MAY 2014

much junk in them. By “junk,” I mean
“Anything that the buyer doesn’t care
about.”
If you’ve done a good discovery, your
buyer has already told you what they care
about and that’s where your presentation
centers. The best presentations have
three basic elements:
1. Observation of the current
situation where you recap the
customer’s situation, needs and
desired result.
2. Your Plan of Action where you
address the customer’s desired
result. This should be your
recommendation of products,
services and other actions.
3. Presentation of the Advantages
of adopting your plan, where
you let the buyer ‘see’ the
result of adopting the plan. Use
achievement statements and other
verbiage to paint the picture.

2. Be Present.
One of my speaking mentors, Darren
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LaCroix, says that he always asks himself
this question right before he speaks: “Am
I present?” What Darren means by that is,
“Am I in the moment and focused?”
If you want to use a presentation to
persuade, your mind needs to be on what
is being said and communicated, not on
your weekend plans, your dog’s trip to
the vet, picking up your dry cleaning or
anything else that isn’t presenting and
selling.
If you are not in the moment, your
customer will know—and they won’t be in
the moment either.

3. Test Your Demos.
True story: The day before I wrote this, I
was interviewing a candidate who was
anxious to demonstrate his marketing
skills. He indicated that he had designed
a website (which, he said, was ‘pretty
awesome’) for a small business he
owned on the side. He said, “Here’s the
Web address; go see for yourself.” So I
did. And what I saw was, “This page is
CONTINUED on page 43 >>
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currently parked by GoDaddy.” I looked at
him, and he just chuckled and said, “Well,
I guess I need to pay GoDaddy.” Really?
Nothing looks worse than having a
demonstration of any type that doesn’t
work. He’d have been far better off had he
never mentioned the website—or if he’d
cared enough to check its functionality
before he came upstairs. Full disclosure:
I once drove 180 miles to perform a demo
with a failed piece of equipment that I
hadn’t tried. But I learned from it.

4. Use visuals appropriately.
I like PowerPoint and I use it a lot. I also
like videos, pictures and other visuals.
However, when it comes to a presentation,
it’s important to know what to use and
what not to use.
As a general rule, when you are one-onone, limit your visuals. Use them when
you are presenting to larger groups. In a
one-on-one environment, the premium

is on the conversation you are having,
and any visuals you present can distract.
However, in a larger environment, visuals
can help keep everyone up to speed and
illustrate your points.

5. Give it the “So What” test.
When I was 16, I stood up in front of my
speaking class for my first practice of the
original oratory that I planned to give at
a tournament that weekend. About two
minutes in, my coach shouted, “So what?”
Startled, I looked up at him, open mouthed.
He continued, “Who cares?” By this time,
I was dumbfounded—and speechless (for
those of you who know me, that probably
comes as a shock). He finished, “What’s
in it for me? It’s all about me!” He then
explained that these questions were
likely what was in the judge’s mind (or the
audience’s).
“Anytime you’re presenting a point,” he
said, “Imagine your audience saying, ‘So

what? Who cares? What’s in it for me? It’s
all about me!’”

Too often, sales presentations are about
the salesperson and not the customer.
Give your presentation points the “So
What” test and you’ll be a lot more
powerful.
Remember, it’s important to keep these
points in perspective. Without a great
discovery preceding the presentation,
your presentation will fall flat. It’s possible
to “win” the presentation and lose the
sale, but it’s not possible to “lose” the
presentation and win the sale.
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!”
and a speaker, consultant, and sales navigator who
helps companies build more profitable and productive
sales forces. For information on booking speaking/
training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@
TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.TroyHarrison.com.

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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Empowering Your Inner
Product Geek
By Tom Buxton

probably spent many years in the industry
collecting a myriad of numbers in your
head that make absolutely no sense
to most people.

disclaimer? The reason for both actions is
a new, first-of-its-kind product that makes
relying on my own product knowledge—
and yours too!—less important.

Some might argue that sales
professionals who collect such
numbers don’t have much room
for anything else up there and
they may be right. However, my
knowledge of obscure product
numbers has served me well over
the years.

The new Profitability Manager released
by ECi Acsellerate is benefiting many
dealers, allowing them to simultaneously
gain profitability and loyalty with their
customers. Interbizgroup partnered with
ECI Acsellerate to power their application
with a built in sub-cross reference
database.

When I owned my own dealership, I
would review packing lists nightly to
be sure that we were maximizing the
sale of our in-stock items. But, no one
else still does that, right?

The result is a first-of-its-kind new
product, which automatically looks at
your customer’s usage and provides
alternate items that you either stock or
that are available through your wholesaler
or buying group.

Even when I became vice president of
sales at Corporate Express, reps would
come to me when creating account
reviews to see if I knew of any substitutes
that could improve efficiencies or cut
costs for their customer.
Be warned that this article is slightly
different from most I have written,
because it introduces a first-of-its-kind
product, one on which I am biased but
would describe it as a “game-changer”
in the industry! Read further at your own
risk!

Because we didn’t have any type of tool
that would automatically recommend an
“X” brand over an “A” model for example,
my product knowledge helped improve
the loyalty of our customers, made our
reps more confident in their ability to
be consultative with their clients and
improved the company’s bottom line.

Please take this short test—and you lose
if you use Google! Can you identify the
manufacturers and types of product listed
below? The prize will be a free drink at
the next regional or national event that
we both attend (as long as it is during a
vendor-sponsored party).
1. 1299095
2. 654-9
3. 10330
4. 51604A
5. 5901

And just to be clear, we weren’t only
always looking for the cheapest item. With
a diverse mix of products that ranged
from batteries to boards, our company
often was able to upsell the customer
based upon fit, form and function.

For those of you who thought the test was
too easy, my congratulations—you are an
Office Products Geek! Like me, you have

So why have I given this column such an
unusual moniker and prefaced it with a
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And because our team came to
understand how effectively product
knowledge differentiated us, vendor reps
became much more important to CE
Colorado than they had been in the past.
Knowledge was and is power.
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Even more impressively, it will list your
current cost and sale price for a specific
customer. Profitability Manager examines
your own system and allows you to tweak
prices in order to manage margin and
suggest alternatives in an account review
format that looks very professional and
that customers love to receive.
Alas, the program is only available at this
time for dealers using DDMS as their
ERP system, but within the next month
Acsellerate will be launching it for Red
Cheetah. They have assured us that they
will attempt to make it as provider-neutral
as their other products.
So, is it really still practical for us to expect
the next generation to be “geeks” like us?
Probably not.
Fortunately, with the arrival of powerful
new technology resources like Profitability
Manager, it’s not a question we even need
to ask any more.
Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with independent office
products dealers to help increase sales and profitability.
For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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